
N abagun j ara 

SMITADAS 

Sarala Dasa is the first major poet, designated as 'Adikavi' in Oriya 
literature. Mahabhiirata, written by him in 15th century, is considered 
as the encyclopaedia of Oriya culture and language. It is not a faithful 
translation of Vyasa's Sanskrit Mahabhiirata; rather it is a new 
creation containing the 15th century history and religious and 
ritualistic identities of the then Orissa. 
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Sarala' s Mahiibharata signifies three fo rms of religious 
expressions of primitive life, which are: (i) the sacred speech, which J 
is a myth or a narrative; (ii) the sacred place/object or symbols; and 1 , 

(iii) the sacred act or cult ritual. These three forms are combined 
through intellectual or artistic conceptual rituals practices as 
Durkheim opines 'that' every religion is made up of intellectual 
conception and ritual practices. (Durkheim 1995-99) Sarala' s 
conscious effort has been utilised aesthetically as well as intellectually 
to give full image to Kr~~:ta character by means of these three religious 
characteristics. The systematisation of these three depicts Kr~~:ta 
within a cluster of symbols in connection with a sacred act, 
experienced by primitives, specifically Mul}qas and Dravidas, and 
their identification in the ritualistic cult of Jagannatha over the sacred 
place Puri. 

One of the most beautiful original creations of the poet is the 
narrative Nabagunjara. The word consists of two parts, like naba: 
nine and gunjara: people with magical power. (Hoffman 1932: 1525) 
The form and content ,of the narrative or the meaning of Nabagunjara 
speaks about the sacred linkage between the mythic persona and 
two primitive groups }O show the inner flow of MuQqa culture and 
their ritual relation with the Dravidians which resulted in Jagannatha
Kr~~:ta assimilation and construction of a multicultural heritage. 

In Madhya Parva, Kr~Qa has been described to have taken the 
form of 'Vichitra Murti' or a strange and unheard of animal called 
Nabagunjara to find out if Arjuna can recognise him in this form or 
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not. Though the description of this animal is given in four couplets 
only, there is hardly any Oriya who does not know this image. The 
narrative goes like this: 

In order to introduce Nabagunjara, the poet has made use of the 
well known episode of sharing of Draupadl by the five PaQqava 
brothers which runs as follows: The Pa!)qavas take a vow before the 
fire-god that if any one of them by chance sees the other sharing an 
intimate moment with Draupadl , then the former must go to exile 
for twelve years . One day when Yudhisthira was with Draupadi; the 
fire-god comes in a Brahmin 's disguise and asks Arjuna to bring the 
former on the pretext that he has to say something confidential and 
important to him. He al so warns Arjuna that if the latter does not 
obey his order immediately, then Hastinapura will be burnt. So to 
avoid the calamity on Hastinapura Arjuna goes to Yudhi~!hira to tell 
him about the Brahmin 's visit and finds him in an intimate position 
with Draupadl. Then as per the promise he goes to exile . Kr~Qa 
comes to know it when he visits Hastinapura after Arjuna has spent 
4 years 6 months and 13 days in forest. He finds out from Sahadeva 
that Arjuna is on the Manibhadra mountain and asks Garuqa to take 
him there . Having reached this mountain he wants to test Arjuna' s 
bhakti for him and transforms himself into a nabagunjara. He is 
Nabagunjara because different parts of his body are taken from 
nine different animals including man, like head from a rooster, neck 
from a peacock, hunch from a bull , waist from a lion, tail from a 
snake, three legs from an elephant, a tiger and a horse, and the fourth 
leg is a man 's hand with a lotus. As Arjuna is busy making his bow 
he does not pay attention to this strange animal. So the latter begins 
to dance on dry l.eaves and creepers, jumps from one place to 
another, rolls on the ground in order to draw Arjuna' s attention. At 
last, Arjuna looks at him and gets surprised to see such an animal 
for the first time in his life. But he immediately realises that it cannot 
be anybody else except Kr~i!a himself. So he prays to him, and the 
latter appears in his original form . 

. In the the--ry of sociology, Durkheim opines that relig ion is a 
vtt~l ~echanism of integration of human beings and as a realm of 
un~f~mg symbols which signifies an unbreakable relation between 
rehgron and the origin of human language and thought. (Nisbet 1975: 
66) T)lis could be a study of the form and content of a given text and 
can be a study of culture through an artistic expression. 

Roland Barthes' application of semiological theory to the analysis 
of popular culture defines that language is already bound up within 
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particular social forms and creates a reality. So, the signs are not 
onl y linguist ic ·s igns, but a lso carrie rs of mean ing including 
photographs and other visual images. A particular image (or signifier) 
is fused with a value system (which is at mythological level, is what 
signified). (Edgar and Sedgwick 2002: 17- 18) 

Nabagunjara is a sign consisting of a signif ier/particu lar image, 
shows the form of the word and image; and a signified/concept or a 

- value system of a painted picture or a mask dance at its mythological 
level. Thus, the structure of an overall painting or use of mask in a 
popular dance in its surface layer serves as the product of literature 
and also helps us understand the literary work of art as well as artistic 
form of popular dance. In this way Nabagunjara is: 

( 1) An artistic imagination, where a painted image and a mask 
constitute a combination of symbols in a surface structure and signify 
a form of magic or sacred ritual etc. 

(2) A mythical content where Kr~~a's sacred act as eight totemic 
animals takes place within the Mut)Qa and Draviqa relig ion, their 
ritual relations, structure, solidarity and legitimacy. I I 

These c harac teris tics could be s tudied in connection to the 1 

semiological researches like 'dream of scientificity ' of Roland Barths, 
' magical realism' of Garcia Marquez to explore the ritual relation of 
Mui)Qa and Dravic:la clan and their belief in the ancestor cult and its 
special form of totemism where the religious aspect is inspired by 
the totemic princ iple or the ancestor. Then as a special power and as 
a totemic principle, it transmits into the individual or his clan for 
socio-political progress and leg itimacy. 

The Image or Form 

All the c ultura l obj ects are artistic creati ons. Accordingly, 
Nabagun.jara is an art and bears the salient feature of creation, 
exclusiveness and uniqueness of poets' creative and productive mind 
as well as primitive popular mind. 

The form of Nabag'unjara is based on arti stic express ion. 
Nabagunjara is a symbolic representation, sometimes through mask 
dance , or a pa inting on rocks that re tains the sacredness or on a 
piece of patta/silk cloth, a granite stone, or a wooden log. The painted, 
engraved, or sculpted images attempt to reproduce the outward 
appearance of animals in a strange and united form and the techniques 
t1sed by the painters and culturists. We hardly see the outer walls of the 
houses of Pmi and on the premises of the Jagannatha temple without a 
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Nabagunjara painting. It still attracts people in its artistic form. 
Nabagunjara symbolises a popular aesthetic form of mask and 

mask dance: The aesthetic value of Nabagunjara also lies in the 
concept of mask-dance which is of ritualistic importance. Mask dance 
as a medium of entertainment still has a significant role in th ~ 
ritualistic ceremonies and festivals of Puri. It is observed and inherited 
by the Akharii (gymnasium) members who are also the 'sevayats ' 
of Jagannatha. Throughout the year, many ceremonies and festivals 
are held in Puri among which 'Sahi Yatra' or street festival is the 
most significant one. Mask dance is one special form of this festival 
where the Akharii boys perform putting the mask of snake, peacock, 
tiger, lion, horse, etc. It also has interconnection with the ritualistic 
practice where Jagannatha puts the mask of elephant, Naga etc. m 
some special days and is worshipped in these forms. 

The Surface Structure of the MufJ-cfii word Gunjara 

Gunjara is a non-Aryan word, most probably Mul)qa. It might have 
been derived from gun+hac:Ja. Gun has a following meaning: (i) 
inborn energy; (ii) capable of fulfilling the desire/wish ; and (iii) 
associated with superstition, magical and supernatural quality. 
[Hoffman 1950 (Vol. VI): 1524] 

Then Hacj.a or Horo means a man. If the noun 'hac:Ja ' or 'horo' is 
connected with gun, the meaning would be a man with magical 
powers. [Ibid. (Vol. V): 1525] So, the word gun with hacfa/horo 
might have turned into a combined word gunhara or gunjara in 
Oriya. Jar is also a verbal objective which means: (i) to attract, to 
sati sfy by offering; (ii) to give pleasure, ente~tain, with the mind; 
and (iii) to win. [Hoffman 1950 (Vol. VIII): 2008] 

The words gun and jara refer to two qualities of Kr~l)a. First, he is 
miraculous, energetic, a magician. Second, endowed with these 
qualities he entertains, to give pleasure, he attracts Arjuna's attention. 
He succeeds in diverting Arjuna's mjnd from his own work. 
. Sarala has shown his capability of understanding Kr~r:ta' s standard 
~mag~ and his effort in replacing the standard image by new creative 
tmagmation which converts the old idea into a new meaning. The 
~tandar~ name Kf~l)ais replaced by a new creative word Nabagunjara 
tn relatiOn to mask dance and mask ritual. This creative process 
supplies valuable social, literary, hi storical and religious materials 
for the study of the deep structure of an integrated community. 

I 
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Concept or Deep Structure 

Beyond the confines of language and art it could be a study of a 
ritual act of the Mu~qa and Dravidian totemic groups. Nabagunj ara 
as a symbol of meaningful contents represents the primitive totemic 
religious significance of Mu~qa and Dravidians. 

Scholars have studied primitive religion as sociology of knowledge 
and integrative factors. Durkheim claims, 'The basic concepts and 
categories of thought, such as those of place, time, number, and 
cause are born in religion and of religion.' (Humilton 1995: 97). 

Kr~1~a in Sarala Dasa's Mahabharara is the medium of primitive 
religion and re mains the means of unders tanding religion. He 
symbolises the form and concept of primitive religion among which 
totemic cult is one of the oldest forms. In the interior of the Mu~qa 
and Drav iqa belief in totems, is a primitive re lig ion practice. 
Nabagunjara is a symbolic representation of eight totemic animals 
in a combined form. 

Durkheim's highl y explanatory theory of symboli sm explains 
man 's relation to nature and society. God is the figurative expression1 

of the society and totem is a visible symbol of the organic unity of 
society. (Nisbet 1975: 178) Nabagunjara is a combination of 
symbolic contents. So, it is needed to go beneath the symbolism to 
study what these totems are really expressing. 

T he anthropological and soc iological discourse based on the 
structural and functional approaches used in Lhe study of the religion 
of the Muryc,la and Dravic,las shows a link between Kr~Da's socio
religious characteristics and patterned socio-religious systems and 
functions of the Mu~qa and Draviqas. 

Krishna 's Totemistic Characteristics 

The nine parts of Nabagunjara can be taken as the natural forces 
incorporated in a totemic principle. Rooster symbolises virility, neck 
of a peacock symboli$es beauty, the hunch of a bull symbolises 
strength and brave,ry, tiger symbolises beauty, the hunch of a bull 
symbolises strength and bravery, tiger symbolises strength and 
beauty, elephant is associated with wisdom, horse with speed and 
e nergy, snake with creativity . Lastly, the lotus in connected with a 
human form as well as with beauty, purity, streugth, wealth, creativity, 
and from the philosophical point of view, it refers to self knowledge. 
Hand of a man is the holistic representation of the supreme control 
and intellect. 
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Nabag unjara as a Symbol of Totem ic Clan, irs Emblem and 
Organisation 

Kr~Da is the symbol of a composite mask of eight totemic emblems 
of Mui)qa and Draviqa clans where every clan adopts an animal or a 
bird as their crest and sign and is allied with some totemic emblem 
and thus forms an organisation of collectiveness. It should be noted 
here that these eight animals are worshipped as totems by various 
Mui)<}.a and Draviqas tribes of India . For example, roos te r is 
worsh ipped by the Dravidian Devat'lga tribe; peacock by Dravidian 
Bhil and Gond tribe; lion by the Dravidian Khangra tribe; snake by 
the Dravidian Bhil, Oraon, Kondh and also by Mul).qa Savara, 
Mul).qari , Santhal, Kharia, Bhunj , Korwa tribes; e lephant by the 
Dravidian Arakh and Mutfqa Mul).qari , Kharia , Juang tribes; tiger 
by the Dravidian Bhil, Orion, Goi)q, and MuQ<;Ia Kharia, Mul).qari, 
Jnang, and Korwa tribes; and horse by the Dravidian Che nchu, 
Khangra and Arakh tribes . (Frazer 1986:2 19-235, 292-316) The 
objects that serve as a totem are either plants or animals. Sometimes 
though rarely, groups of ancestors or a single ancestor is used as a 
totem and named after purely a mythical being. (Durkheim 1995: 
102-3) Durkheim opines, 'Every clan has a totem that belongs to it 
alone; two different clans of the same tribe cannot have the same 
one. Indeed, one is part of a clan only by virtue of having a certain 
name. So, all who bear this name are members of it in the same 
ri ght, however scatteted across the tribal territory they may be, they 
all have the same re la ti on with one a nother. ' (1995: 100) In 
Mahiibharata, Kr~l).a takes a combined figure of two groups, who 
joined by a bond of kinship to form a singular family. Their 
collectivity is incorporated in 'Nabagunjara' image. The species like 
wood/tree/animal designate the Savara clan and the spec ies like 
animals designate the Drav idian clan and both regard one another 
as one family while residing over the 'gaqjat mahals' or the tribal 
territories comprising dense forests and hills. It is because in the 
opinion of Durkheim (1995: 100) , 'acknowledge reciproca l 
obligations which are identical and have been incumbent on kin in 
all ages'. Sarala has described four lineages of Savara clan and the 
propagation of their ancestor cult-ritual. In every age the totemic 
species sandalwood, as the ancestor deity of Mu.l).qas, has remained 
linked with Kr~l).a's dead body, which is described by Sadila as 
Dravidians ancestor soul. Thus, the theory of totemism di scovers 
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the interrelatedness of the Mm:tc:Ias and Dravidas and their solidari ty 
which is distinct' in Sarala's epic. 

The idea of an affinity between the animals and totemic species 
and the member of the clan still ex ists in many primitive groups 
who still retain a rich ritualistic tradition in the history of little India. 
The Nagas, the Marias, the tigers and lions, etc. are under the kingly 
tradition fu lly developed from such totemic beliefs, adopt ing an 
animal or plant, and traced their origin from some legendary persona 
in the form of snake, peacock, ti ger, lion, wooden log as their crest 
and sign. They ruled over many parts of the India. Kr~~:ta represents 
a similar kind of tradition in Sadila's Mahabharata whe re he is 
descri bed as a mythic persona, metamorphosed into the clan's 
eponymous animal, gave the clan its name. 

In this way the socio-religious features of totemism are applied to 
show the association between each clan and a sacred totem with 
their identi ty, collective behaviour, structure. 

Magico- religious significance of Mur;4a-Dravi4(1 

Kr~Da has been depicted as an animal offantacy. The magical function' 
of K;·~J:t a symbolises a composite form of magic and reality . Tribal 
communities possess a c lose re lationship with the nature, the 
biolog ical world and their uncommon activities. (Hasnain 1991: 59-
60) So, the belief in supernatural power-a dead comes alive, a tree 
becomes an animal, a man becomes a tiger, an animal turns into a 
piece of wood, even God turns himself into any form of these-are 
all considered as the religious features. (Goldenweiser 1988: 23 1) A 
mendicant/magician/priest, head of the tribal society is believed to 
be capable of establishing a relationship which a second world/god/ 
ancestor by magic and also can go into Trans whenever he likes. He 
uses thi s quality for the benefit of his community. (Frazer 1922: 
110-2) In the culture of ancient Greek and Rome, the ruling power 
was conferred upon the religious priests. Asia Minor was also under 
the control of religious leaders who were associated with supernatural 
power. (Ibid: 12-13) Among the tribals of Orissa like Savara Kondh, 
Gond, Juang, Bhiiyail, Bhil and Oraon, the role of a priest or headman 
is very significant as he has the power to meet and talk to the supreme 
power in dream and can tum himself into an animal. In Puri, the 
words for J agannatha like 'Cha!anti Thaku ra' (the moving god), 
and 'Thakura Raja' (God-King) are widely used to show the ruling 
power of the ancestor/supreme being. 
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T ribals, thus, worship these people bestowed with miraculous 
powers. l<.f~J:ta' s transformational power as animal masks are of such 
magico- relig ious significance, where he, as the totemic principle 
incu lcates force into his clan members who are warrior hunting 
groups, mainly associated with bravery and physical force, and are 
governed by the fundamental princ iple of totemism. 

Ritual Relation 

Totemic object/creatures are also the objects/creatures of rites. Totem 
worship is a rituali s tic act of primitive. The notion of sacred in 
connection with nature power within a totemic object becomes the 
centre for power and gene rat ive force that each totemic group 
worships as the totemic principle or god. Kf$1fa symboli ses these 
impersonal animal forces in a visible form and denotes the idea of 
collective force of a united clan. People believe that the store house of 
power in a totemic principle can be generated in them. Such universality 
of beliefs and feelings are expressed in festivals, gatherings, family 
functions in a collective way where aU of them participate. This way a 
ritual re lation and inheritance of ritual ·act among groups developed 
between the totemic species and the people of the clans. 

Mul).qa and Draviqa integration is based on thi s kind of a ritual 
re lation. Radcliff-Brown states, 'There is a ritual relation between 
the person and the totem .. .. Every society adopts and imposes upon 
its members, towards certain objects, this attitude of mind and 
behaviour which he calls the "ritual attitude". There are different 
societies and attitudes, but they have something in common.' (1976: 
123) Nabagun.jara suggests the mythic character with totemic objects 
that are not on ly the clan emblems of the Mul).qas and the Draviqas 
but are ceremonial and rituali sti c in its features as well. It is used 
during religiou s ceremonies a nd worship. They share the ir 
experiences, they share every moment of joy and sadness, and they 
also share the joy of victory. Before going to battle they worship the 
totemic object or god' s weapon believing that it will generate the 
supernatural force in them and will bring victory. Victory for them 
thus becomes a religious phe nomenon; so it should be observed 
religiously. For this reason they make their victory a ritualistic 
ce lebration and observe it in form of the god or totemic objects. 

The ritual relation of Nabagun.jara is still at work when different 
ceremonial functions takes place. The rutistic form of mask dance in 
the 'Sahi Yalra' or street fest ival reminds us of such past ritual relations. 
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Tote mic decorations are not only. a symbol of a name or an 
emblem; but also "the part of public worship and used in religious 
ceremonies. Mask dance of Kr~l)a is a symbol of ritual act. These 
are a means of expressing processes and religious experience of 
little communities. SaraHi's Mahiibharata describes Kr~l)a 's mask 
as a clan emblem, its function as public i"nstitution; the relation of 
ancestor and the community; their combined force which they had 
utilised as a legitimate device over great tradition. 

Mast dance held in Puri is of great popularity and significance. 
Naga, tiger, lion , peacock, horse masks are used by the performers 
in the ceremonies. Celebrants who wear these masks on their faces 
or paint them on their bodies, represent the totem to initiate the 
ritualistic life of their clan tradition. It manifests natural/animal forces 
directly related with the gr-oup's or individuals' physical prowess 
and their socio-political empowerment. 

The mast can be defined as a ritual mast because the role of the 
mask is connected with a rituali stic celebration of the several 
communities of Puri temple and the deity himself. There are many 
fes tivals held for the deity Jagannatha where he himself, as a totenpc 
principle, is dressed up with the animal masks of elephant, snake, 
lion and appears before hi s devotees on special days. (I have 
di scussed Naga mask as a Draviqian element in Mul)qa religious 
system. See "Attendants of King God and God King", Draviqian 
Studies, Vol. I, No. 3, 2003, Kuppam: Dravidian University) . Here 
the user of the mast does not only represent a certain figure, i.e. in 
ancestor bu t actually becomes this fi gure. To put a mast on was, 
therefore, akin to undergoing a real transformation. [Eliade (Vol. 9) 
1987: 265] He re, the act of trans formation , in Nabagunjara 
developed as a ritual act in Jagannath temple and among Puri 
residents. The role of mask dance of the akhiirii memberslseviiyats 
a nd the mask ritual of the deity has been used to show the 
interrelatedness of Mul)qa-Draviqa communities with the totemic 
principle based on elementary characteristics of ritual. 

Relativism of Mu~ufii-Driivicf.a Totemic Beliefs and Practices 

A parallel pattern of totemic beliefs and practices to similar social 
units paved the way for the integration constituted by one section of 
patrilineal Mul)qa and the other section of matrilineal Draviqa named 
after animals and birds to form a combined organisation. 

Special associations of Mul)qa-Draviqa groups with natural species 
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plants or anima ls ex ist in common among tribals who reside over 
the reg ion o f ancie nt Kalinga and Utkala with highly e laborated 
tote mic ritual a nd my tho logy. Nabagwzjara symboli ses thi s 
commonness of animal worship and totemic beliefs. 

The common possession of totem provides each group with an 
important means of unification. But they are the parts of the total 
symbol, even if a part of one another, promote the sense of identity 
and solidarity within the totality . They are related to each other in 
vari ous ways but multiply such ties in many ways. In theory, 'the 
greater the number and the closer the ties that unite the members of 
g roup, the more effec ti ve ly the group will be ab le to achieve its 
common goals and values'. (Sc hwartz and Eerald 1968, 394) 

The other inte rre la tedness of Mut~<;Hi.-Draviqa became poss ible 
through the practice of ancestor cult. Ancestor cult is described by 
Tylor as an earlier relig ion of which totemism is a special form. In 
totemism the re ligious aspects are inspired by the ancestor and transferred 
to the animal with which it is assimilated . Sarala has described Kr~Da as 
the ancestor deity of Dravidas and as a war deity or the head of Kondh
Maler group (See, Smita Mohanty "Kondh-Malbara Srikr~rya 0 Savara 
Jagannatha Samanwaya: Eka TuJanatmaka Adhyayana, Jankar (Oriya), 
2006: 4), who has the magical quality of transforming himself into 
animals and aga in come back to the human form. Also, he has the 
magical quality as an ancestor to transform himself from a sacred blue 
stone (which is the symbol of Oraviqa ancestor 's body's abode) to a 
~acred sandalwood log (which is the symbol of the ancestor de ity of 
Savaras) . This trans fo rmation is a n incorporati o n of Kr~ t:~a in 
Jagannatha and it also demonstrates the assimilation of Kondhs and 
Savaras in a socia l context. 

Again the collectivity of Muryqa-Draviqa has been demonstrated 
by a bond of kinship re lation throu gh marriage. Kr~rya has been 
described here as Sabar'i Narayarya by marrying Ma!ati Sabar'i, a 
Savara maiden to fom1 a s ingle family. 

Mw.uf.a and Dravicj.a Legitimacy as a Unitary 

All. ~ri~ i t i ve beliefs and practices have an aim, i.e. the power to 
legttumse. It may be magic, may be a totemic object, and may be 
nature, an ything that possesses power. Kr~ ry a's totemistic 
chara~teri s tics and magical force have been utilised to draw Arjuna' s 
attention from th e la tter 's work. Arjuna was attracted towards the 
wonderful and strange animal's dance and realised that only Krishna, 
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the supreme be ing, can take this strange form. Then, he worshipped 
Kn;~a as the supreme divine power, which is of Mu~~la and Draviqa 
s ignificance. It can be taken as the legitimacy of a tribal mag icaV 
totemic power to whom a n A.rja surre nde red. 

In additio n to g iving utmost impo rtance to Lo rd Jagannatha as a 
Savara a nces to r-god thro u g h o ut Mahabharata , Sarala h as 
p o rtrayed Kr~ 1~a a nd J agann a th a as a combina ti o n of s acre d 
sandalwood tree and a stone. This way Ni!amadhava o r the blue 
stone image stayed amidst the Savaras in the form of Savari Naraya.Qa. 
The socio-relig ious devices started utilising power fro m 12th century 
o nwards during the Ganga rule over Kalinga and Soma Varhsis of 
Utka la that res ulte d in the uni f icat io n o f both the a reas unde r 
Jagannatha where Kr~~a was assimilated. 

In this context, it is important here to quote G a rc ia Marquez's 
Nobel address , 'The solitude of Latin America' , comme nted upon , 
the mons tro us poverty and the continuous political oppression o~ 
mu ch of Latin America and who interpreted these horrors from a 
European pers pective. His address opens with refere nce to one of 
the many accounts of voyages to the new world of post coloniallsdl 
w hich is even now a combination of fantasy and scie nce. The data 

g iven in the book is like this: 

Antoni o Pignafetta, the Florentine navigator who accompanied Magellan 
on hi s first circumnavigation of the world, kept a meticulous long on his 
j ourney through the our Southern American continent which, nevertheless, 
also seems to be an adventure into the imagination. He related that he had 
seen pigs with their umbilicus on their backs, and birds without feet, the 
females of the species of which would breed their eggs on the back of the 
males, as well as others like gannets without tongues whose beaks looked 
like a spoon. The navigator wrote that he had seen a monstrosity of an 
animal with the head and ears of a male, the body of a camel, the hooves of 
a deer and the neigh of a horse. He related that they put a mirror in front of 
the first native they met in Patagonia and how that over existed giants lost 
the use of the his reason out of fear of his own image (Marquezs Noble 
Address 1982, in Bernard McGuirk and Richard Coldwell). 

(Gabriel Garcia Marquez, New Reading, Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press in Bassnett 1993: 87). 

H ere, the early travelers' new imagination of fantasy came to life 
and combined with the desire and believed in the existence of Utopia, 
an European perception of Latin America. 

It is a fine example to show the re la tionship be tween the imaginary 
world of the poet to describe the new and the cult11ral conventions 
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which explore man 's two belongings sta ted by Tylor, a life for fee ling, 
thinking, functioning and a phantom as bei'ng its image or second 
self (Tylor 1958 (part II): XII). It is also turned by Garcia Marquez 
as ' Magical Realism' . (Bassnett 1993: 88) It still exis ts in the fantastic 
perception towards the supreme being and as a culture identity in its 
real form. A desire for believing in the existence of a totemic principle 
or natural force, newly imagined by SaraHi Dasa, exempli fied in the 
experience, des ires of tribal Orissa legitimacy over Brahmanic 
Orissa. Even today, the narra ti ve ex ists in the form of pa inting, 
sculpture, mask dance, still seem in the venerable combined ritualistic 
practice relation between the Sevayars' and Jagannatha in the temple 
and the sacred town. Interestingly the performers are not only tribal s 
but a lso brahmat:~as. This reminds us of the primitive re ligious ritual 
reality beyond caste and creed. 

SaraH\ described the stages of Kr~t:~a 's magical transformation in 
the ass imilati on of Munda group with its divine head Jagan natha 
and Dravida group with its culture hero J<r~ rya . In the first stage the 
Mury<:la and Dravi<:la totemic groups were associated. The second 
developed stage is a total ri tual process where Kr~rya transforms 
himself into a sandalwood Jog and became Jagannatha. The magical 
transformational power is a means of expressing emotions, family 
attachments, and conscious desires of little communities . It shows 
the relat ionship of the supreme being and the clan and their group 
dynamics, socio-political progress and supremacy, des ire for victory 
over Brahmaryas and K~atriyas. Their conflict and battle with Arjuna/ 
arya, Galamadhava, Indradyumna/K~a triya wi th their Brahmal)a 
minister and priests resulted in acquiring the status and identity of 
brahmanic importance and establishing their own traditional values. 
During the reign of Indradyumna there is an evidence of Jara Savara 
who had placed a condition in front of the King Indradyumna for 
worshipping the deity jointly with K~atr i yas and Briihmal)as and 
take part as a joint member in the cult by re taining his ancestral 
ri~ht. The upward mobility of Savara communities in collaboration 
with Dravi<:la groups resulted in establishing Jaganniitha at the centre 
as the state deity with a ll ritualistic practices, the most distinct tribal 
socio-cultural feature of medieval Orissa. 

Sarala has described the Oriya culture as a symbios is of non
Aryan cultures of Munda-Dravidas where Ksatriyas/Briihmanas were 
a late r attachment. S~~alii has .given evid~nce of legenda.ry King 
Giila~iidhava , from Harihaya lineage with his Brahmin priest and 
K~atnya king Indradyumna from Ikshvaku lineage with his Brahmin 
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minister-priest who had come to Orissa with a desire of worshipping 
Kr~Da' s body .made up of stone and wood deity, Jaganniitha. In 
dream Kr~Da tells Galamiidhava to make friendship with Savara if 
he wants to worship the Savara deity and tells Indradyumna to worship 
the wooden deity together. 

Nabagunjara (where Kr~Da transforms himself into animals) and 
Nabakalevara (which means new body, where Kr$Da transform 
himself from stone to wood) are the finest examples of such 
symbiosis of MuQqii-Draviqa and brahmanas and show their identity 
and s ignificance in Jagannatha. 
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